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Abstract 

By the fourth grade, kids are expected to have the foundational literacy abilities necessary to read and learn content. The 
widespread view is that students are taught core reading abilities in the early grades, which prepare them to become fluent readers by 
the time they reach adolescence. This assumption is accurate for many. However, the vast majority of children in Grades 4–12 lack 
fundamental literacy abilities, making it difficult for them to absorb information. Beyond the early years, oral reading fluency, one of 
the fundamental literacy abilities that teenagers must acquire, can be expressly taught. The author addresses who are struggling 
adolescent readers in this article, what oral reading fluency is and why it is important for this population, and how five specific tactics 
can be employed with this population. 
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Introduction 

Students who reach the fourth grade are classified as adolescent learners (Biancarosa & Snow, 2004). This is because fourth 
grade marks the transition time for pupils from learning to read to using reading to acquire content information (Chall, 1983). 
Numerous kids in Grades 4–12 is reading two or more years below grade level due to a lack of core reading abilities. These students 
are classified as struggling adolescent readers (Torgesen, 2005). According to the National Center for Education Statistics' 2015 
report, 31% of fourth-graders and 24% of eighth-graders scored below the basic level in overall reading skills, while 33% of fourth-
graders and 42% of eighth-graders scored at the basic level. Almost two-thirds of fourth- and eighth-grade pupils perform at or below 
grade level in general reading. 
 

 Students at this age face a range of challenges, one of which is a deficiency in word level reading proficiency.  In this 
scenario, students are unable to parse words fluently enough to read easily (Hock et al., 2009). This occurs for a variety of reasons, 
one of which is that some students have not properly assimilated the alphabetic code. That is, they lack the ability to naturally interact 
with textual symbols on the page in order to interpret connected material meaningfully (Moats, 2001). This deficiency arises as a 
result of a lack of explicit teaching in word identification procedures and/or the inherent difficulties that some students have (Rupley, 
Blair, & Nichols, 2009; Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2008). Thus, reading becomes a hard, feared, and disappointing process, and many of 
these students give up and drop out of school simply because the demands placed on them are too great (Hernandez, 2011). 
 
 Fluency of Oral Reading 

The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (2000) recognised reading fluency as one of the five 
important components necessary for proficient reading in its Report of the National Reading Panel. Fluency in oral reading refers to 
the ability to read fast and accurately, with ease, phrasing, and expression (Miller&Schwanenflugel, 2008; Rasinski, 2003). 

 
It is especially relevant for adolescent struggling readers because the emphasis is on acquiring fluent reading skills is 

frequently placed during the early years of kids' literacy development. By the time kids enter fourth grade, the assumption is 
frequently made that this core skill has been established and teaching fluent reading is no longer a priority (Joseph & Schisler, 2009). 
This notion, however, is not true for many struggling adolescent readers who have not mastered core reading abilities (Sedita, 2011).  

 
Students must continue to receive explicit teaching in oral reading fluency in order to enhance their skills (Rasinski et al., 

2005). Dudley and Mather (2005) developed the AIMS web measurements, which reflect the recommended reading levels for pupils 
at specific grade levels. Students scoring at the 50th percentile should be reading roughly 140 words correct per minute (wcpm) by the 
end of elementary school (fifth grade), increasing to 156 wcpm by the end of eighth grade. These statistics support the notion that in 
order for pupils to maintain their reading growth, they must be explicitly taught and given opportunities to practise their reading. This 
is especially critical for struggling adolescent readers. 
 

 Reading comprehension has been found to improve with accurate and rapid reading of related content. This method of 
reading strengthens the working memory by processing huge amounts of text (Chard, Pikulski, & McDonagh, 2006). Academic 
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expectations on teenage learners rise as they progress through the grades. Older pupils are asked to read new and dense material, 
create connections between concepts, analyse ideas, and solve abstract issues during these years (Wehby & Falk, 2016).  

 
To be successful, individuals must maintain an active awareness of superordinate and subordinate concepts, follow the 

authors' flow of thought, assess their own comprehension, and recognise when a breakdown in comprehension occurs (Garnett, 2011). 
All of these literacy abilities require pupils to maintain their attention on the task of processing the information with which they 
interact. If they have difficulty reading literature quickly and accurately, they will be unable to focus on the content since their 
attention will be diverted to identifying the words on the page. According to LaBerge and Samuels (1974), pupils require automatic 
word recognition in order to concentrate their attention and processing abilities to text comprehension. 
 

According to Joseph and Schisler (2009), teachers of teenage learners receive limited guidance on how to use effective 
instructional methods to help struggling adolescent readers build their basic reading skills. However, there are various research-based 
recommendations for how to deliver reading instruction to help this group achieve oral reading fluency. These tactics can help 
struggling adolescent readers increase their reading rate, word recognition, and prosody, all of which contribute to improved 
comprehension. 
 
Exemplary Fluent Reading: Nature of this strategy?  

Reading aloud to students is a typical activity in the early grades. However, as students go through the middle and secondary 
grades, teacher reading aloud become less common (Giorgis, 1999). Teachers who model fluent reading engage in frequently reading 
aloud to demonstrate how proficient readers read fiction and nonfiction content (Albright, 2002). Teachers can imitate rapid, accurate, 
smooth, and expressive reading, all of which are characteristics of fluency. Students observe good reading techniques and are given a 
benchmark to aspire for. Throughout this encounter, the teacher muses aloud about the text's content to demonstrate to pupils that 
active thought occurs while reading (Blair, Rupley, & Nichols, 2007). Additionally, the teacher engages pupils through inquiry and 
discussion to ensure that they comprehend what they are hearing (Guerard, 2007). 

 
Why does it assist struggling adolescent readers? 

Modeling fluent reading is especially critical for adolescent struggling readers, as it is sometimes expected that by the fourth 
grade, pupils understand how to read and interact with material effectively (Roberts, Torgesen, Boardman, & Scammacca, 2008). 
However, for readers who struggle owing to a lack of explicit training in this area or who are born with inborn difficulties, these skills 
may be underdeveloped, and they will need to participate in read aloud exercises to learn how to read fluently (Guerard, 2007). Along 
with modelling fluent reading, teachers can assist students improve their vocabularies and expose them to the structure of factual and 
narrative texts, further aiding their understanding of how text works (Lane & Wright, 2007). Most significantly, teachers can display a 
passion for and excitement about reading, demonstrating to struggling readers that reading can be a pleasurable activity (Moss, 1991). 
This delight may encourage kids to read more regularly, which will help them to improve their fluency skills (Ivey & Broaddus, 
2001). 
 
When are teachers permitted to model fluent reading? 

Teachers can display fluent reading at numerous points throughout the school day. Teachers can read aloud a chapter from a 
novel for 5–10 minutes at the start of each class period to relax children and reawaken their thoughts. To familiarize the entire class 
with a new subject about to be taught, teachers can read aloud a passage from a narrative or expository literature. Teachers can read 
aloud content area textbooks during small group instruction to assist struggling readers who may be unable to read the text on their 
own. Teachers can spend 5–10 minutes at the conclusion of class reading aloud an educational book to summarize the lesson's major 
points. 
 
Progression of Chart Reading 

What is the nature of this strategy? Reading progress is charted when students routinely assess their reading improvement 
through timed practise that is tracked visually. Students read a passage of text "cold" while their partners clock them and then graph 
the number of words properly read throughout that time interval. This initial graphing establishes a baseline for further comparisons. 
The following formula is used to determine the number of words accurately read per minute: 
 

The number of words successfully read equals the total number of words in the text minus the total number of words wrongly 
read. 

Multiply the number of accurately read words in the text by 60 and divide by the amount of seconds required to read the text 
by the student. 
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For instance, the text has 100 words, the student reads five of them wrongly, and the reading took 70 seconds (95 words x 60 
seconds)/70 seconds = 81 words accurate per minute (wcpm). 
 

Following the cold reading exercise, students practise reading the same passage repeatedly. The amount of times the text is 
practised can be agreed upon between student and teacher or left to the student's discretion. Following the practise period, students 
read the material aloud to their partners, who time and graph the words successfully read. Students then compare their performance on 
the initial reading to their performance on the final reading to evaluate how much progress has been made (Therrien&Kubina, 2006). 
 
What types of texts are chartable?  

Numerous types of literature that kids read can be charted. As indicated previously, reader's theatre scripts lend themselves to 
charting as students read them frequently in preparation for their performance. Additionally, students can read their non-decodable 
books numerous times throughout the day as part of their material processing. Additionally, teachers can present students with 100-
word passage snippets that are appropriate for their reading abilities and can be read solo or aloud to a partner. 
 
Conclusion 

To successfully navigate the learning environment, adolescent learners must possess foundational literacy skills, one of them 
being oral reading fluency. Having strong oral reading fluency is critically important to this group as the academic demands that they 
must meet become more challenging as they move through the grade levels.  While oral reading fluency is emphasized when young 
children are learning to read, these skills can be explicitly taught to adolescent struggling readers who do not have this foundational 
skill in place.  Oral reading fluency can be integrated into the daily instructional routine through a variety of individual, small group, 
and whole group activities. The strategies discussed above are offered as a way to provide teachers with ideas for how to help 
adolescent struggling readers improve their oral reading fluency skills as these skills are essential to content area learning. 
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